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About This Game

English:
The house of the old gnome was attacked by a pack of strange beetles. To repulse an attack, the best wars were sent. You must

control 3 cannons that will help you kill the bugs and go ahead.
In the game you are waiting for pleasant bonuses and a bunch of bright moments.

A unique game in the Style "Runner" will help you immerse yourself in the world of games, you will be pleasantly surprised by
the bright sounds of nature and from the sounds of beetles. Show your skill and ability to shoot in the game!

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________

Русский:
На дом старого гнома напала стая странных жуков. Что бы отбить атаку был послан лучший войн. Вы должны управлять

3-мя пушками которые помогут вам убивать жуков и идти вперед.
В игре вас ждут приятные бонусы и куча ярких моментов.

Уникальная игра в Стиле “Runner” поможет погрузится с головой в мир игр, вы будете приятно удивлены от ярких
звуков природы и от звуков жуков. Покажи в игре свою ловкость и умения стрелять !
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Title: Insects runner
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Primitive Studio
Publisher:
Primitive Studio
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 duo +

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian
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Do you like shooting cannons at bugs enough not to care about anything else?

This is the first game I chose to play from the Primitive Studio bundle which I picked up. Getting the game for $0.08, I
calibrated my expectations accordingly. I actually don't mind the core mechanic of the game at all, and shooting cannons at bugs
is actually kinda fun. The game feels like it's missing some polish, and a couple improvements could make the game feel
significantly more complete. It would be a completely different game if the character could also move\/shoot, and it would be
easy to add achievements for a game like this.

Did I get my money's worth for $0.08? Yes, I think so.. beh what a pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
boring, barely controllable and asset flip. Although Insects Runner is probably going to be a short experience for most, it does
have a little bit of charm. It's not really a game I'd ever go out of my way to recommend, but it's also not something I feel bad
about owning, playing...purchasing. I could be irrationally angry at its simplicity, its hypnotic\/mind-numbing visuals and slightly
unthrilling single gameplay mechanic... but I'm not going to and instead, say it's just what you expect out of the bargain bin,
cheap and cheerful enough.

Reviewed in The Steaming Pile #2:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=CLWOJK7M-uk
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